Genome biology of a novel lineage of planctomycetes widespread in
anoxic aquatic environments
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Originality-Significance Statement
This study unveils the presence of a comprehensive and diverse group of strictly anaerobic
chemoheterotrophic planctomycetes within the class Phycisphaerae. Members of this clade
are widespread in anoxic aquatic environments and can reach a high relative abundance,
especially in sediments. The application of selective enrichment methods enabled the
reproducible isolation of five distinct strains from various geographic locations. Comparative
genome analyses of these isolates resulted in several novel insights into the biology of
planctomycetes, including a possible initiation of chromosome replication at sites that do
not correspond to a canonical oriC. In addition to the aberrant initiation of DNA replication a
high load of mobile genetic elements could contribute to an accelerated evolution rate in
strains from hypersaline environments.

SUMMARY
Anaerobic strains affiliated with a novel order-level lineage of the Phycisphaerae class were
retrieved from the suboxic zone of a hypersaline cyanobacterial mat and anoxic sediments of
solar salterns. Genome sequences of five isolates were obtained and compared with
metagenome-assembled genomes representing related uncultured bacteria from various
anoxic aquatic environments. Gene content surveys suggest a strictly fermentative
saccharolytic metabolism for members of this lineage, which could be confirmed by the
phenotypic characterization of isolates. Genetic analyses indicate that the retrieved isolates
do not have a canonical origin of DNA replication, but initiate chromosome replication at
alternative sites possibly leading to an accelerated evolution. Further potential factors
driving evolution and speciation within this clade include genome reduction by metabolic
specialization and rearrangements of the genome by mobile genetic elements, which have a
high prevalence in strains from hypersaline sediments and mats. Based on genetic and
phenotypic data a distinct group of strictly anaerobic heterotrophic planctomycetes within
the Phycisphaerae class could be assigned to a novel order that is represented by the
proposed genus Sedimentisphaera gen. nov. comprising two novel species, S. salicampi gen.
nov., sp. nov. and S. cyanobacteriorum gen. nov., sp. nov.

Keywords: Phycisphaerae, halophiles, fermentation, DNA replication, speciation, sediments
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INTRODUCTION
The phylum Planctomycetes comprises ubiquitous bacteria with a usually spherical cell shape
that have an ecological relevance in many soil, freshwater and marine environments (Fuerst
and Sagulenko, 2011; Boedeker et al., 2017). Taxonomically this phylum is currently divided
into the two classes Planctomycetia and Phycisphaerae. Most of the available and
characterized strains of the Planctomycetes are aerobic or facultatively anaerobic
chemoheterotrophs assigned to the order Planctomycetales within the class Planctomycetia,
while only a few isolates could be affiliated with the recently proposed orders
Phycisphaerales (Fukunaga et al., 2009; Yoon et al., 2014) and Tepidisphaerales (Kovaleva et
al., 2014) both belonging to the Phycisphaerae class. The only strictly anaerobic
planctomycetes known to date are fastidious chemoautotrophic bacteria specialized on the
anaerobic oxidation of ammonium to dinitrogen, a process designated as anammox (Jetten
et al., 2001). The known anammox planctomycetes are not yet available as pure cultures and
form a monophyletic group that has been tentatively classified at the order level into the
“Candidatus Brocadiales” within the class Planctomycetia. However, this lineage rather
corresponds to a separate class or even phylum according to current phylogenetic standards
proposed by Yarza et al. (2014).
In recent years numerous cultivation independent molecular studies indicated a
significant abundance of planctomycetes in permanently anoxic aquatic environments that
do not belong to the anammox clade, but can be affiliated with the Phycisphaerae class (e.g.,
Elshahed et al., 2007; Harrison et al., 2009; Baker et al., 2015; Robbins et al., 2016). Among
these studies a report dealing with Caspian Sea sediments (Mahmoudi et al., 2015) is of
special interest, because it documents not only a high abundance of Phycisphaerae
sequences in suboxic sediments (up to 11% of total), but also an increase of their frequency
with depth of the anoxic sediment. Therefore, this finding implies a high incidence of
bacteria with a strictly anaerobic phenotype among representatives of this phylogenetic
group. In the course of a study analysing the microbial diversity in a lithifying cyanobacterial
mat it was possible to confirm this assumption by obtaining the first strictly anaerobic isolate
of the Phycisphaerae class (Spring et al., 2015). By using selective enrichment methods four
additional anaerobic strains belonging to this clade could be retrieved from hypersaline
sediments of solar salterns in Portugal and Spain. In the present study the novel isolates and
phylogenetically related metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) were analysed. Based on
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the obtained results it was possible to gain detailed insights into the metabolic specialization
and evolution of this abundant and widespread group of anaerobic planctomycetes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Phylogeny and biogeography of anaerobic bacteria affiliated with the Phycisphaerae class
In total five different anaerobic strains could be obtained from various geographic locations.
Strains SM-PulAB-D3 and SM-Chi-D1 were retrieved from anoxic sediments of the saline Es
Trenc in Mallorca, while strains ST-PulAB-D4T and ST-NAGAB-D1 were isolated from
sediments of an evaporation pond in Tavira, Portugal. In addition, the strain L21-RPul-D3T
has been isolated previously from a cyanobacterial mat of a hypersaline lake on the
Kiritimati Atoll. A phylogenetic tree based on a comprehensive set of environmental 16S
rRNA gene sequences shows the placement of the novel anaerobic isolates within a distinct
lineage of the Phycisphaerae class that is only distantly related to the order Phycisphaerales
and so far devoid of any cultured representatives (Fig. 1). Based on the classification used in
the SILVA 128 SSU Ref NR99 database the novel isolates were placed within the tentatively
named clades ML-A-10 (ST-PulAB-D4T, SM-PulAB-D3, L21-RPul-D3T and SM-Chi-D1) and
0622DZ93 (ST-NAGAB-D1), both comprising mainly sequences of uncultivated bacteria
retrieved from hypersaline sediments and mats. In order to gain deeper insights into the
evolution and metabolic plasticity of this group of the Phycisphaerae class genome
sequences of the retrieved anaerobic strains were determined and additional reference
genomes were obtained from NCBI (GenBank) and DOE JGI (IMG/M) databases (Table 1). At
the time of writing complete genome sequences were available of the type strain of
Phycisphaerae mikurensis and the novel isolates ST-PulAB-D4T, L21-RPul-D3T, SM-Chi-D1 and
ST-NAGAB-D1, while the genome of strain SM-PulAB-D3 remains in the draft state. All other
genomes represent MAGs varying in their completeness from 49.3 to 100%. Several MAGs
that encode 16S rRNA genes of sufficient length formed a coherent group with the novel
isolates and were included in the phylogenetic tree shown in Fig. 1. The origins and
phylogenetic affiliations of these reconstructed genome sequences were as follows: The
MAGs GWC2_45_44 and GWF2_41_51 were obtained from groundwater samples of an
aquifer system (Anantharaman et al., 2016) and assigned to the S15A-MN16 clade; bin0 was
4
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retrieved from a coal bed methane production well (Phycisphaerae-PK28, Robbins et al.,
2016) and affiliated with the KCLumnb-38-53 clade; Planc_01 originated from an anaerobic
digester supplied with cellulose (Vanwonterghem et al., 2016) and was placed within the
MSBL9 clade. On the other hand, the MAGs EBPR_Bin_263 from sewage and SM23_33 from
estuary sediment were only distantly related to this coherent group and assigned to the
family Phycisphaeraceae and an unclassified order-level lineage within the Phycisphaerae
class, respectively (data not shown).
In addition, RNA polymerase beta subunit (RpoB) protein sequences were analysed,
because several MAGs lacked 16S rRNA genes, but encoded almost complete RpoB
sequences, which could be used as an alternative phylogenetic marker for the reconstruction
of evolutionary relationships (Mollet et al., 1997; Bondoso et al., 2013). The placement of
the analysed RpoB protein sequences within the Phycisphaerae class is illustrated in
Supporting Information Fig. S1. Several MAG sequences retrieved from anoxic estuary
sediments (SG8_4, SM1_79; Baker et al., 2015) and subsurface aquifer sediments
(RBG_13_62_9, RBG_13_46_10, RBG_13_50_24; Anantharaman et al., 2016) could be
assigned along with Planc_01 to the MSBL9 clade, while the RpoB sequence of SM23_30 was
only distantly related to the novel isolates and represented a separate order-level lineage of
the Phycisphaerae class.
Sequences of clades comprising the novel isolates and most MAGs as well as the
clades MSB-3A7 and SHA-43 formed a stable coherent group supported by high bootstrap
values above 95% in trees based on 16S rRNA gene sequences. In order to elucidate a
possible classification of this lineage and related phylogenetic groups in higher taxonomic
ranks identity values of 16S rRNA gene sequence comprising major branches within the
Phycisphaerae class were determined (Supporting Information Table S1). The minimum and
median sequence identity values of the lineage represented by the novel anaerobic isolates
were 75.89 and 89.90%, respectively, and therefore close to the recommended threshold
values for the definition of an order in the taxonomy of bacteria and archaea (Yarza et al.,
2014). The corresponding values for the remaining major lineages within the Phycisphaerae
as delineated in Fig. 1 were in a comparable range and ranged from 70.98 to 80.93% for
minimum and 84.90 to 90% for median sequence identity values. Consequently, it seems
justified to establish a novel order to accommodate the first cultured strict anaerobes of the
Phycisphaerae class. Based on the source of isolation of most strains we propose the name
5
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Sedimentisphaerales. It should be noted that a survey of the environmental distribution of
16S rRNA gene sequences in most other order-level groups of the class Phycisphaerae
revealed a general preference for marine sediments and hypersaline mats as well, with the
notable exception of the Tepidisphaerales, which are most common in soil (Supporting
Information Table S1). Nevertheless, some differences in the habitat preference of
representatives of major lineages were revealed in a more detailed analysis presented in Fig.
2. It appears that members of the order Phycisphaerales are more versatile in the adaptation
to ecological niches found in wastewater, soil and animals compared to the
Sedimentisphaerales, which occupy mostly marine and hypersaline sediments. In Fig. 1 it is
shown that representatives from hypersaline sediments and mats are found mainly at deep
branches in most clades of the Sedimentisphaerales, which could imply that the ancestors of
this lineage emerged in hypersaline environments and then spread in more moderate
habitats.
The ecological relevance of members of the Sedimentisphaerales has been
determined for several populations represented by MAGs and isolates. Strain ST-PulAB-D4T
was isolated from the fourth step of a decimal dilution series starting with an inoculum of
around 0.1 g anoxic mud, so that its prevalence in the examined hypersaline sediment can
be estimated to be at least 105 active cells per cm3. Furthermore, bacteria represented by
the MAG Planc_01 reached a relative abundance of 1.79% in an anaerobic digester under
certain conditions (Vanwonterghem et al., 2016), while bacteria represented by the MAG
bin0 became even dominating (9% relative abundance) in a coal bed methane production
well after injection of polysaccharide-containing hydraulic fracture fluids (Robbins et al.,
2016). Based on these findings it can be concluded that representatives of this lineage can
reach a high relative abundance in anoxic sites of aquatic environments, where they could
play a significant role in the anaerobic degradation of polymers.

General features of genomes
Some general characteristics of genomes of members of the proposed order
Sedimentisphaerales and other representatives of the Phycisphaerae class are summarized in
Table 1 and Table 2. The size of genomes among members of the novel lineage ranged from
1.93 to 5.65 Mb, the DNA G+C content from 41.04 to 62.78 mol% and the total number of
genes from 2003 to 4564. Most genomes of this group encode one or two sets of ribosomal
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RNA genes, which were not organized in a single rrn operon, but had the 16S rRNA gene
unlinked from the 23S-5S rRNA genes, which is a typical trait found in members of the
Planctomycetes (Liesack and Stackebrandt, 1989). Among the novel isolates a small genome
size correlated with a low DNA G+C content, which could indicate that genome evolution in
this phylogenetic group is partly driven by streamlining (Giovannoni et al., 2014). As most
environments inhabited by these bacteria are not characterized by nutrient limitation, the
observed moderate streamlining is probably based on specialization caused by competition
of several populations for the same environmental niche.
The number of detected transposase genes within genomes can be used as a proxy
for genome plasticity (including genetic rearrangements or horizontal gene transfer events)
and relative evolution rates in bacteria (Li et al., 2014). As shown in Table 2 the determined
average prevalence of transposase genes seems to correlate with the habitat and is
significantly higher in strains isolated from hypersaline sediments and mats (2.26% of all
genes) than in other members of the novel order-level lineage (0.30%) or the
Phycisphaerales (0.35%) inhabiting marine or freshwater environments. A survey of the
complete genomes of the novel strains isolated from hypersaline sediments revealed that a
high abundance of transposase genes correlated with a large number of putative genomic
islands, which supports the previous assumption that a high load of transposase genes
reflects a high plasticity of the genome. The location and arrangement of transposase genes
and putative genomic islands within complete genomes of the novel isolates are illustrated
in the circular DNA plots shown in Fig. 3.
Integrity and stability of microbial genomes are in most cases protected against
foreign DNA by sequence directed defence mechanisms. Arrays of clustered, regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR), which provide functions involved in
adaptive immunity against infection with foreign DNA (Marraffini and Sontheimer, 2010),
could be detected in most genomes of the Sedimentisphaerales (Table 2). The number of
CRISPR loci showed however some variation and ranged from 0 - 6, which could reflect a
variable burden of viral attacks depending on the occupied ecological niches. Remains of
potential prophage regions could be detected in all complete isolate genomes, but the
identified sites (1 - 5 per genome) contained only a few phage genes and had a low
completeness score (below 70 according to PHASTER). PacBio SMRT sequencing data
obtained for the novel isolates from hypersaline environments enabled also the study of
7
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active restriction-modification (R-M) systems in this group. The results are available in
REBASE (http://rebase.neb.com/rebase/rebase.html; Roberts et al., 2015) and indicate a
high variability of R-M systems among the cultured isolates. In the closely related strains STPulAB-D4T and L21-RPul-D3T nine distinct sequence motifs for methylation could be
recognized, which displayed N4-methylcytosine (m4C) and N6-methyladenine (m6A) base
modifications. Both strains seem to rely mainly on type II restriction endonucleases and a
type IV methylation-dependent restriction system. Strain ST-NAGAB-D1 encodes in addition
to type II and type IV systems several type I restriction enzyme complexes and revealed eight
distinct methylated sequence motifs. Strain SM-Chi-D1 showed the most extensive
methylation pattern with 19 distinct identified sequence motifs of which four were unique
for this strain. It encoded multiple type II restriction enzymes, but also R-M systems of type I,
III and IV. Although, there are several possible functions of R-M systems in bacteria (Vasu
and Nagaraja, 2013) the observed extensive DNA methylation pattern in strain SM-Chi-D1 is
likely used as cellular defence against phages and compensates for a lacking CRISPR system,
which is functional in all other genome-sequenced isolates from hypersaline sediments and
mats.

Prediction and characterization of DNA replication origins
An important feature in the organization of bacterial chromosomes is the location of the
origin of replication (oriC), which represents the site where the replication machinery is
assembled and then precedes bidirectionally around the circular chromosome until both
replication forks meet at a termination region at the opposite site. In many bacterial
chromosomes an asymmetry in nucleotide composition between the leading and lagging
strand of replication can be observed, which is commonly referred to as GC skew. In these
cases, the asymmetry changes its polarity at the origin and terminus of replication, with a
minimum of the GC disparity curve usually found at the oriC. In addition, the arrangement of
particular genes within the chromosome can indicate a certain location of the oriC. The gene
of the replication initiator protein DnaA is usually found in close proximity of the oriC and
some genes essential for DNA replication and growth, like dnaN (DNA polymerase III subunit
beta), gyrB (DNA gyrase subunit B), recF (DNA replication and repair protein), rnpA
(ribonuclease P protein component) and rpmH (50S ribosomal protein L34) are frequently
found in the same region (Mackiewicz et al., 2004). Furthermore, the active replication of
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DNA in growing cells leads to an increase of sequences close to the origin, which stimulates
the arrangement of highly expressed genes like ribosomal proteins and rRNA operons near
the origin of replication (Rocha, 2004). In order to detect potential oriC sites we used local
minima of the GC disparity curves and the presence of DnaA box clusters (short repetitive
nonamer sequences binding DnaA) typically found in the oriC region. The in-silico predictions
made by the Ori-Finder program could be examined with PacBio SMRT sequencing data that
allowed the detection of peaks of the sequence copy number at distinct regions of the
genomes. A similar method based on next-generation sequencing data was applied
previously to identify putative origins of replication in DNA extracted from growing cells of
Escherichia coli (Skovgaard et al., 2011; Maduike et al., 2014).
First, we tried to validate this combined approach with two different genomesequenced reference strains, which were also originating from a hypersaline environment. In
Supporting Information Fig. S2A it is shown that the genome of the spirochete Salinispira
pacifica L21-RPul-D2T (acc. no. CP006939) appears to have a canonical oriC region. In this
strain the cluster of DnaA boxes correlates with the minimum of the cumulative GC skew and
in the same region the genes dnaA, dnaN, recF and rpmH could be found. Accordingly, the
PacBio coverage plot indicates a maximum within the region of the predicted replication
origin and a minimum at the presumed termination site. In the genome of Salinivirga
cyanobacteriivorans L21-Spi-D4T (acc. no. CP013118), a strain representing a novel family
within the Bacteroidetes phylum, the oriC was also correctly predicted, although the
presence of multiple copies of the dnaA gene, of which none was located close to the oriC,
represented a deviation of the typical organization (Supporting Information Fig. S2B).
In contrast, in silico predictions of the oriC in genomes of the novel strains belonging
to the Phycisphaerae class was ambiguous. This is exemplary elucidated with the genome of
strain SM-Chi-D1. The minimum of the cumulative GC skew and the location of a cluster of
DnaA boxes pointed to a position of the oriC around 3.18 Mb (Fig. 3A). However, at this site
only dnaN (SMSP2_02492), but no dnaA gene was detected. Interestingly, the PacBio
coverage plot revealed a tentative origin of replication at around 0.69 Mb distance from the
predicted oriC close to the location of one copy of the dnaA gene (SMSP2_00001). Within
this region the priA gene (SMSP2_00004) was also detected, which is involved in the
DnaA/oriC-independent replication of the E. coli chromosome at oriK sites. These sites are
thought to represent regions prone to the formation of RNA-DNA hybrids (R-loops) that may
9
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stimulate initiation of replication independent of the DnaA protein. In E. coli initiation at oriK
sites depends on unfavourable growth conditions and therefore could be used to promote
adaptation to environmental stress by higher mutation rates (Masai and Arai, 1996; Maduike
et al., 2014). Currently, it is not clear, if in strain SM-Chi-D1 initiation of replication at a
putative oriK site was induced by suboptimal cultivation conditions or if a non-canonical oriC
site was translocated to a different location by rearrangements of the genome. However,
the retained pattern of strand asymmetry indicates that either oriK-dependent replication
occurs rarely in nature or that the oriC was only recently translocated, so that there was not
enough time to change the nucleotide composition of both DNA strands by replicationassociated mutational pressure.
In genomes of the remaining strains recognition of a typical oriC site was even more
difficult, which is unveiled by an increasing distance of the minimum of the GC disparity
curves from the locations of the detected DnaA box clusters in the genomes of strains STPulAB-D4T (Fig. 3B), ST-NAGAB-D1 (Fig. 3C) and L21-RPul-D3T (Fig. 3D). In addition, the local
minima of the GC skew plots were either distended (ST-PulAB-D4T) or occurred at several
sites of the chromosome (ST-NAGAB-D1 and L21-RPul-D3T), which reflect a weak or
fragmentary nucleotide asymmetry in the cumulative GC skew diagrams shown in the
circular DNA plots. In all of these strains the tentative origins of replication deduced from the
PacBio coverage plots were located in some distance to detected DnaA box clusters or the
position of essential replication genes usually associated with the oriC, which suggests a noncanonical initiation of replication. To the best of our knowledge, we could show for the first
time that DNA replication in a group of environmental relevant bacteria is largely
independent of the initiator protein DnaA. Previously, it was noted that in silico prediction of
the oriC site in the planctomycete Pirellula was hardly possible (Mackiewicz et al., 2004).
Therefore, we hypothesize that initiation of DNA replication in most planctomycetes is
regularly initiated at alternative sites of the chromosome thereby explaining the
degeneration of a canonical oriC site. This genetic peculiarity may be especially beneficial in
planctomycetes bound to hypersaline habitats because it could accelerate evolution by an
increased mutation rate resulting in rapid adaptation under conditions of environmental
stress.
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General survey of gene abundance patterns
The gene contents of isolate genomes and MAGs were analysed to gain detailed insights into
the metabolic potential and possible niche adaptation of representatives of the
Sedimentisphaerales. A general overview of the variation of abundances of genes
represented by COGs (clusters of orthologous groups) allocated to distinct functional
categories in members of the novel lineage compared to the related orders Phycisphaerales
and Planctomycetales is given in Fig. 4, while some essential results are detailed below.
Large shifts in the abundance of genes in category C (energy production and
conversion) probably reflect an adaptation of members of the Sedimentisphaerales to anoxic
environmental niches. Especially genes encoding low-potential electron-carrier proteins, like
ferredoxin (COG1141), electron transfer flavoprotein (COG2086), desulfoferrodoxin
(COG2033), rubredoxin (COG1773) and rubrerythrin (COG1592), which play a role in
fermentation reactions and oxygen detoxification were found almost exclusively in genomes
of members of the novel order. In addition, genes representing a Na+-translocating RNF
complex for the reoxidation of reduced ferredoxin seems to be restricted to members of this
group. On the other hand, COGs representing subunits of terminal heme/copper-type
cytochrome/quinol oxidases or NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductases were absent, thereby
indicating the lack of a functional respiratory electron transport chain.
An analysis of the distribution of COGs associated with the transport and metabolism
of carbon compounds (categories E-I) indicates a specialization of members of this group on
the utilization of carbohydrates, while genes involved in the metabolism of lipids and amino
acids or peptides were generally depleted. The increase in the diversity and abundance of
COGs related to the metabolism of carbohydrates (category G) is mainly caused by enzymes
that play a role in the degradation of recalcitrant polysaccharides, for instance α -Lfucosidase (COG3669) or α -L-arabinofuranosidase (COG3534). In contrast, the depletion of
genes affiliated with the functional category I (lipid transport and metabolism) may be
caused by a simple structure of cell membranes with a limited requirement for the
production of fatty acid compounds, which is for example illustrated by a lack of COG1398
(fatty-acid desaturase) or COG1562 (phytoene/squalene synthetase).
Most functional categories of COGs associated with general cellular functions
(categories J-M) tend to be depleted in members of the Sedimentisphaerales, which could
point to a simpler organization and regulation of cellular functions compared to members of
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related phylogenetic lineages. This is confirmed by the pronounced contraction of COGs
associated with the functional categories T (signal transduction mechanisms) and N (cell
motility). The combination with an expansion of COGs of category W (extracellular
structures) indicates the preference of a sessile lifestyle in stable environments (e.g.,
biofilms) over a planktonic phenotype that actively seeks optimal conditions for growth.
Based on the obtained data it can be concluded that the reduction of the diversity and
abundance of genes of known functional categories in members of the Sedimentisphaerales
reflects a general tendency for metabolic specialization that already became apparent in the
analyses of the general genome features of strains from hypersaline habitats.

Distribution of genes with specific functions
In addition to the general gene content analyses based on COGs, the distribution of genes
with a distinct metabolic function was analysed. This survey was mainly focussed on
complete genomes of the novel isolates, which were compared with the available MAGs
assigned to the Sedimentisphaerales. In this way special adaptations of strains to hypersaline
environments should become apparent. Some of the obtained data are shown in Table 2,
while the most significant results are summarized below and illustrated in Supporting
Information Fig. S3. The analysis of the abundance of transporter genes revealed that the
families ABC (ATP-binding cassette superfamily) and SSS (solute:sodium symporter) were
among the most prevalent types in this lineage (Supporting Information Fig. S3A). Strain SMChi-D1 seems to be the most versatile within this group with regard to nutrient-scavenging
capabilities due to a surpassing number of transporters for organic compounds. The
prevalence of SSS transporters in genomes of Sedimentisphaerales was mainly due to
putative Na+:proline symporter, which may indicate a requirement for proline, especially in
strain SM-Chi-D1. The amino acid proline is known as an effective osmoprotectant (Hayat et
al., 2012; Zaprasis et al., 2015) and therefore could be used either as carbon source or
osmolyte against osmotic stress by members of this lineage. The gene encoding proline
dehydrogenase, a key enzyme for proline degradation in bacteria, was lacking in all genomes
except MAG SM1_79, so that it seems more likely that proline or its derivate proline betaine
(Amin et al., 1995) is accumulated in these strains as compatible solute to protect against
desiccation or oxidative stress. Multidrug efflux pumps of the MFS- or RND-type were quite
abundant in all members of this lineage, but especially in genomes of the novel isolates from
12
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hypersaline habitats. This could indicate a high resistance against antimicrobial compounds,
for instance produced from antagonistic microorganisms in densely populated niches like
biofilms. Interestingly, TRAP-type C4-dicarboxylate transport systems could be only detected
in genomes of the Sedimentisphaerales, but not in analysed genomes of the related orders
Phycisphaerales and Planctomycetales, which could indicate a possible role in the anaerobic
metabolism of these bacteria. On the other hand, genes encoding sulfate permease (SulP) or
ABC-type sulfate transporter were not identified, which may indicate that reduced sulfur
compounds are the preferred sulfur source in strains representing this lineage. In support of
this finding complete pathways for the assimilation of sulfate were lacking in most genomes,
except strain ST-NAGAB-D1 and the MAG bin0 (Robbins et al., 2016). The exclusive use of
reduced sulfur compounds probably reflects an adaptation to anoxic environmental niches,
where these compounds are usually available in significant amounts.
A survey of peptidase genes within available genomes of this group revealed a
prevalence of serine-type peptidases, besides some metallopeptidases and cysteine-type
peptidases of moderate abundance (Supporting Information Fig. S3B). In general, only a few
secreted or membrane-bound peptidases could be identified, which could play a role in the
utilization of proteinaceous substrates. Members of the S09X subfamily, representing the
most abundant peptidase-like enzymes in this group with an average of 10.6 genes per
genome, were mainly annotated as carboxyl esterases that could be involved in the
degradation of recalcitrant polysaccharides by removing protective carboxyl groups. A
reason for the depletion of these enzymes in the obtained cultured strains could be that in
hypersaline environments complex carbohydrates are modified preferentially with sulfate
instead of carboxyl groups (Spring et al., 2016). Another feature of genomes of the novel
isolates was the observed lack of serine peptidases of the S12 family, which was caused by
the absence of putative class C beta-lactamases that were on the other hand prevalent in
MAGs of uncultured strains. Representatives of metallopeptidases (especially M26 family)
were in general more frequently found in the novel isolates, but in most cases the function
of these enzymes remained unknown.
The distribution of carbohydrate-active enzymes in genomes of the novel isolates and
other members of the Sedimentisphaerales is shown in Supporting Information Fig. S3C. In
general, a prevalence of glycoside hydrolases targeting oligosaccharides, especially of
families GH2 (e.g., β-galactosidase, β-glucuronidase), GH0 (enzymes not yet assigned to a
13
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family) and GH43 (e.g., β-xylosidase, α-L-arabinofuranosidase) was revealed. Several of the
identified glycoside hydrolase families represented enzymes required for the utilization of
complex carbohydrates, like α-N-acetylgalactosaminidase (GH109), α-L-fucosidase (GH29)
and α-L-rhamnosidase (GH78). On the other hand, glycosyltransferases and polysaccharide
lyases involved in the depolymerisation of polysaccharides were less abundant. In the
genomes of strains bound to marine or hypersaline environments a high abundance of
sulfatases was observed. The newly isolated strains obtained from hypersaline habitats
contained an average of 62.8 sulfatase genes per genome. The average count of sulfatase
genes in MAGs retrieved from marine environments was 42.5, but from freshwater
environments only 9.7. It is assumed that most sulfatases are expressed in saccharolytic
microorganisms to remove sulfate groups from complex carbohydrates in order to make
them more accessible for further enzymatic degradation and utilization (Wegner et al., 2013;
Spring et al., 2016). The result of our survey on the presence of carbohydrate-active enzymes
within this lineage suggest that its members could play a secondary role in the degradation
of complex polysaccharides by utilizing partly degraded fragments produced by other
bacteria under anaerobic conditions. Possible exceptions may be bacteria represented by
the MAGs Planc_01 and bin0, which were retrieved from environments supplemented with
polysaccharides and encode several enzymes for the degradation of cellulose and
galactomannans, respectively.
Based on the presence of genes with a key function in the central metabolism
(Supporting Information Table S2) the main pathways operative in members of the
Sedimentisphaerales could be reconstructed (see Supporting Information, supplementary
results). In summary, results of the gene content analyses and pathway reconstructions
indicate that most members of this lineage thrive in anoxic aquatic habitats, have a sessile
lifestyle and are specialized on the fermentation of sugars, enzymatically released from
recalcitrant oligosaccharides. This allows a clear distinction to related phylogenetic lineages
like Phycisphaerales and Planctomycetales, comprising mainly aerobic or facultative
anaerobic bacteria that are adapted to environmental niches exposed to oxygen and are
often found in association with live plant biomass, especially algae (Lage and Bondoso,
2014).
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Factors driving evolution and speciation
Based on recently proposed ecological models we hypothesize that the observed general
characteristics of genomes of members of the Sedimentisphaerales are driven by two main
factors: Firstly, as outlined in the study of Bentkowski et al. (2016) the type of habitat could
have an effect on genome size and metabolic versatility. In this case ecological niches
characterized by a stable supply of nutrients (e.g., hypersaline mats) would promote a
specialization of metabolism and the reduction of metabolic maintenance costs, eventually
leading to smaller streamlined genomes around three Mbp or less (e.g., strain L21-RPul-D3T).
In contrast, variable environments like waste water may stimulate the evolution of larger
genomes conferring a high efficiency of resource uptake and degradation capabilities (e.g.,
MAG Planc_01). Secondly, environmental stress factors, like changing salinities, varying
concentrations of oxygen, periodic desiccation, particle-attached growth or viral attacks can
influence genome stability. It is assumed that in very dynamic or extreme habitats higher
relative evolution rates, frequent genome rearrangements and horizontal gene transfers are
favourable (Li et al., 2014; Vigil-Stenman et al., 2017), which could explain the high
abundance of transposases and genomic islands in strains retrieved from hypersaline
sediments and mats compared to other members of this group inhabiting moderate
freshwater or marine environments.
In addition to general factors driving evolution, mechanisms of speciation can play a
major role in the emerging diversity of phylogenetic lineages. A prerequisite for the detailed
analyses of speciation is the reliable definition of taxonomic units (i.e., species), which has
become feasible by using taxogenomic methods. An approach widely used to estimate the
evolutionary distance among closely related isolates is based on the determination of the
shared gene content. In Supporting Information Fig. S4 the obtained results are depicted as
Venn diagrams, which illustrate the overlap of protein-coding genes among three strains
related at strain or species level (16S rRNA gene identity values above 98.6%; Kim et al.,
2014) and three distantly related strains (16S rRNA gene identity values below 90%). The
closely related strains ST-PulAB-D4T, SM-PulAB-D3 and L21-RPul-D3T share 1987 homologous
proteins corresponding to an average value of 85.4% of the total protein-coding genes of
each genome (Supporting Information Fig. S4A). The largest number of unique genes is
found in strain L21-RPul-D3T (211), which might reflect an adaptation to cyanobacterial mats
as habitat, while both strains ST-PulAB-D4T and SM-PulAB-D3 were retrieved from
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sediments. In contrast, a comparison of the distantly related strains ST-PulAB-D4T, SM-ChiD1 and ST-NAGAB-D1 revealed only 1170 shared genes, representing 33.5 to 49.3% of the
total number of proteins encoded in each genome (Supporting Information Fig. S4B). Based
on a recent study the percentage of conserved proteins (POCP) among two genomes can be
used for genus demarcation (Qin et al., 2014). According to this proposal POCP values below
50% in combination with 16S rRNA gene identity values below 93% would clearly indicate
separate genera. Consequently, the strains ST-PulAB-D4T, SM-Chi-D1 and ST-NAGAB-D1
should be assigned to different genera.
Despite some evolutionary constraints on the relative positions of genes in genomes
their order will change due to genetic rearrangements, which accumulate over the course of
evolution. Therefore, the extent of synteny among genomes of closely related strains can be
used to reveal their evolutionary relationships. In Supporting Information Fig. S5 synteny
plots are shown that are based on the comparison of the genome of strain ST-PulAB-D4T
with the genomes of strains SM-PulAB-D3, L21-RPul-D3T, SM-Chi-D1 and ST-NAGAB-D1.
Apparently, the highest synteny is found between the genomes of ST-PulAB-D4T and SMPulAB-D3, which represent the most closely related strains and share a 16S rRNA gene
identity value of 99.8%. The strains L21-RPul-D3T and ST-PulAB-D4T are also closely related
(98.8% 16S rRNA gene identity value), but synteny between their genomes is restricted to
some distinct regions thereby indicating a continued separate evolution resulting in genetic
isolation. Consistently, no recognizable synteny is evident between ST-PulAB-D4T and the
genomes of strains SM-Chi-D1 and ST-NAGAB-D1, which share only 88.2% and 86.3% 16S
rRNA gene identity values with the reference strain ST-PulAB-D4T, respectively.
Currently, the most accurate genome-based tools for the definition of genera and
species rely on the determination of average amino acid identity (AAI) and average
nucleotide identity (ANI) values. Threshold values of 65% AAI for the demarcation of genera
and 95% ANI/AAI for the definition of species are widely accepted (Konstantinidis et al.,
2017). A matrix of the determined ANI and AAI values among genomes of isolates is shown
in Supporting Information Fig. S6. The obtained data indicate that strains ST-PulAB-D4T and
SM-PulAB-D3 belong to the same species, while strain L21-RPul-D3T represents a different
species of the same genus. Dendrograms based on these data are in line with the
reconstructed phylogenetic trees and suggest the classification of the novel strains into four
species and three different genera.
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Based on the obtained data it can be deduced that species of this lineage can show a
disjunct distribution, even if adapted to anoxic hypersaline conditions impeding their
dispersal. On the other hand, distantly related strains could be retrieved from the same
sediment sample at the same time (SM-PulAB-D3 and SM-Chi-D1), indicating a prolonged
genetic isolation by niche separation. Consequently, we hypothesize that halophilic
members of the Sedimentisphaerales belong to a global community of extremophilic
microorganisms that evolves by sympatric speciation and is dispersed by yet unknown
mechanisms.

Descriptions of novel species and classification into higher taxa
Phenotypic traits of the novel isolates were determined and correlated with the revealed
genotypic characteristics. Besides several common characteristics a considerable variability
of phenotypes was revealed, which is in good agreement with the large phylogenetic
distance between some of the isolates. The optimal growth conditions of these strains
reflected the habitats from which they were isolated and were at temperatures between 30
and 40°C, pH values around 7.5 and salinities around 10% (w/v) NaCl. The cell morphology of
all strains was spherical and the average size ranged from 0.5 to 1.2 µm. In Fig. 5 some
morphological characteristics of strain L21-Rpul-D3T are shown, which were also typically of
the remaining strains. Cells had a Gram-negative type of cell wall, were non-motile and
multiplied by binary fission (Fig. 5A, B, D). Intracellular membranes were not detected. With
the exception of strain SM-Chi-D1, all strains produced extracellular polymeric substances
(EPS), which led to an increase of medium viscosity during growth, especially with
polysaccharides as carbon source (Fig. 5C, D). On the other hand, strain SM-Chi-D1 had the
tendency to form aggregates, especially in media containing sulfide as reductant. The
pattern of fermentation products observed upon growth with glucose indicated a mixed acid
fermentation. Ethanol was a major end product in all strains except strain SM-Chi-D1, which
produced mainly lactate. More details about the phenotypic characterization of the novel
isolates, especially chemotaxonomic features, are reported in the Supporting Information
(Supplementary results, Table S3 and Fig. S7). Based on the combination of genotypic and
phenotypic data the novel genus Sedimentisphaera comprising two novel species
represented by the type strains ST-PulAB-D4T and L21-RPul-D3T is proposed. Main
phenotypic characteristics that distinguish both type strains include a significant tolerance
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against cycloserine and the utilization of arabinose, cellobiose and xylose restricted to strain
L21-RPul-D3T, while only strain ST-PulAB-D4T is able to grow at 45°C and pH 8.5. In
Supporting Information Table S4 characteristic traits of the novel type strains are
summarized and compared with representatives of related species within the Phycisphaerae
class. Detailed formal descriptions and a proposed classification of cultivated members of
this clade into high rank taxa will be presented below. Descriptions of the remaining strains
SM-Chi-D1 and ST-NAGAB-D1 are in preparation and will be presented elsewhere.

Description of Sedimentisphaera gen. nov.
Sedimentisphaera (Se.di.men.ti.spha'e.ra. N.L. masc. n. sedimentum, a settling, sediment; L.
fem. n. sphaera, a globe, sphere; N.L. fem. n. Sedimentisphaera, a spherical bacterium from
sediment).
Free-living, unpigmented, non-motile and non-spore-forming coccoid cells that divide by
binary fission. Intracellular membranes are not formed. Gram-negative type of cell wall with
a peptidoglycan layer. Dominating cellular fatty acids are anteiso-C15:0 and anteiso-C13:0.
Unsaturated cellular fatty acids, respiratory lipoquinones or cytochromes are not present.
The polar lipid composition is dominated by phosphatidylglycerol and several distinct
glycolipids. Tests for catalase and oxidase are negative. Nitrate is not reduced. Sulfate is not
assimilated. Obligately anaerobic, moderately halophilic, mesophilic and neutrophilic.
Vitamins required for growth. Strictly fermentative metabolism with sugars as preferred
substrates. Medium viscosity increases during growth due to the production of extracellular
polymeric substances. Oxygen can be tolerated up to 0.5% (v/v) in the gas atmosphere but
does not stimulate growth. Susceptible to the antibiotics chloramphenicol and tetracycline,
but resistant to rifampicin.
The type species is Sedimentisphaera salicampi.

Description of Sedimentisphaera salicampi sp. nov.
Sedimentisphaera salicampi (sa.li.cam'pi. L. n. sal salt; L. n. campus field; N.L. gen. n.
salicampi of a salt field).
Shows the following characteristics in addition to those given for the genus. Most cells have
a diameter ranging from 0.7 to 1.2 µm. Optimal conditions for growth are 37°C, pH 7.5 to 8.0
and a salinity of 10% (w/v) NaCl; temperatures from 20 to 45°C, pH values from 6.0 to 8.5
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and salinities from 60 to 160 g l-1 NaCl are tolerated. The vitamins biotin and B12 are required
for growth in defined mineral media containing a single carbon source. The following carbon
sources support fermentative growth: dextran, D-fructose, D-galactose, D-glucose, pullulan,
D-lactose, D-maltose, D-mannose, D-melibiose, starch, and sucrose.
The following compounds were tested, but not utilized: acetate, Nacetylglucosamine, agar, alginate, L-arabinose, benzoate, butanol, butyrate, carrageenan,
Casamino acids, D-cellobiose, cellulose, chitin, citrate, ethanol, fucoidan, L-fucose, fumarate,
glycerol, lactate, malate, D-mannitol, methanol, propionate, propanol, pyruvate, Lrhamnose, D-ribose, succinate, trehalose, Tryptone, D-xylose, and yeast extract. The nongaseous end products resulting from D-glucose fermentation are ethanol, acetate, formate
and lactate. Susceptible to chloramphenicol, cycloserine and tetracycline (each at 20 mg l-1).
Ampicillin, carbenicillin, penicillin G and rifampicin are tolerated at least in concentrations up
to 100 mg l-1, while kanamycin A and gentamicin are tolerated up to 1000 mg l-1.
Unidentified polar lipids and phospholipids are present in addition to phosphatidylglycerol
and glycolipids. In addition to the dominating cellular fatty acids listed in the description of
the genus, significant amounts (>5% of total amount) of iso-C14:0, iso-C16:0, C20:0, C16:0 and C18:0
are present. The DNA G+C content of the type strain is 46.3 mol%.
The type strain is ST-PulAB-D4T (= DSM 101733T = JCM 31929T = KCTC 15597T),
isolated from the anoxic sediment of an evaporation pond of a solar saltern in Tavira,
Portugal.

Description of Sedimentisphaera cyanobacteriorum sp. nov.
Sedimentisphaera cyanobacteriorum (cy.a.no.bac.te.ri.o'rum. N.L. neut. gen. pl.
cyanobacteriorum of cyanobacteria).
Shows the following characteristics in addition to those given for the genus. Most cells have
a diameter ranging from 0.7 to 1.2 µm. Optimal conditions for growth are 35°C, pH 7.5 and a
salinity of 12% (w/v) NaCl; temperatures from 18 to 40°C, pH values from 6.5 to 8.0 and
salinities from 70 to 180 g l-1 NaCl are tolerated. The vitamins biotin and B12 are required for
growth in defined mineral media containing a single carbon source. The following carbon
sources support fermentative growth: L-arabinose, D-cellobiose, dextran, D-fructose, Dgalactose, D-glucose, pullulan, D-lactose, D-maltose, D-mannose, D-melibiose, starch,
sucrose, and D-xylose.
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The following compounds were tested, but not utilized: acetate, Nacetylglucosamine, agar, alginate, benzoate, butanol, butyrate, carrageenan, Casamino
acids, cellulose, chitin, citrate, ethanol, fucoidan, L-fucose, fumarate, glycerol, lactate,
malate, D-mannitol, methanol, propionate, propanol, pyruvate, L-rhamnose, D-ribose,
succinate, trehalose, Tryptone, and yeast extract. The non-gaseous end products resulting
from D-glucose fermentation are ethanol, acetate, formate and lactate. Susceptible to
chloramphenicol and tetracycline (each at 20 mg l-1). Ampicillin, carbenicillin, cycloserine,
penicillin G and rifampicin are tolerated at least in concentrations up to 100 mg l-1, while
kanamycin A and gentamicin are tolerated up to 1000 mg l-1. In addition to the dominating
cellular fatty acids listed in the description of the genus, significant amounts (>5% of total
amount) of iso-C14:0, iso-C16:0, C16:0 and iso-C12:0 are present. The DNA G+C content of the
type strain is 47.4 mol%.
The type strain is L21-RPul-D3T (= DSM 27091T = JCM 19196T = KCTC 15598T), isolated
from the suboxic zone of a lithifying cyanobacterial mat in the hypersaline Lake 21 at the
Kiritimati Atoll, Republic of Kiribati.

Description of Sedimentisphaeraceae fam. nov.
Sedimentisphaeraceae (Se.di.men.ti.sphae.ra.ce'ae. N.L. fem. dim. n. Sedimentisphaera, type
genus of the family; suff. –aceae, ending to denote a family; N.L. fem. pl. n.
Sedimentisphaeraceae, the Sedimentisphaera family).
Gram-negative, free-living, unpigmented, non-motile and non-spore-forming coccoid cells
that divide by binary fission. Intracellular membranes are not formed. Resistant against
rifampicin. The family encompasses mainly bacteria found in anoxic hypersaline
environments.
The affiliation of novel species to this family depends on the phylogenetic position, which
should be determined on the basis of comparative sequence analyses of 16S rRNA genes.
The 16S rRNA gene sequence identity values of newly described strains affiliated with this
family to the type strain of the type species S. salicampi should be around 86% or above,
which represents the threshold recommended for the definition of families (Yarza et al.,
2014).
The type genus of the family is Sedimentisphaera.
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Description of Sedimentisphaerales ord. nov.
Sedimentisphaerales (Se.di.men.ti.sphae.ra'les. N.L. fem. dim. n. Sedimentisphaera, type
genus of the order; suff. –ales, ending to denote an order; N.L. fem. pl. n.
Sedimentisphaerales, the Sedimentisphaera order).
Gram-negative, non-spore-forming coccoid cells that divide by binary fission.
Representatives are mainly restricted to anoxic aquatic environments.
The affiliation of novel species to this order depends on the phylogenetic position, which
should be determined on the basis of comparative sequence analyses of 16S rRNA genes
and/or RpoB proteins.
The type genus of the order is Sedimentisphaera.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sources, enrichment and isolation of anaerobic Phycisphaerae strains
Enrichment and isolation of strain L21-RPul-D3T from the suboxic zone of a lithifying
cyanobacterial mat was described previously (Spring et al., 2015). Anoxic sediment samples
for the enrichment of further strains were taken in May 2014 and May 2015 from
evaporation ponds of commercial solar salterns in Spain (Salinas de Es Trenc, Campos,
Mallorca) and Portugal (Rui Simeão Tavira Sal, Tavira), respectively. The salinities of pond
sediments from Es Trenc and Tavira were estimated with a portable refractometer (Kern;
Balingen-Frommern, Germany) to be around 10% and 25%, respectively. Sediment samples
were transported to the DSMZ for further processing in Schott glass bottles closed with butyl
rubber stoppers to retain anoxic conditions. Anoxic media used for enrichment and
cultivation were prepared according to the anaerobic cultivation technique of Hungate
(Hungate, 1950) with the modifications introduced by Bryant (Bryant, 1972). The used
enrichment media were based on the defined mineral solution described previously
containing either 60.0 or 120.0 g l-1 NaCl (Ben Hania et al., 2017). Enrichment cultures were
incubated anaerobically in the dark at 35°C.
Strain ST-PulAB-D4T was enriched from Tavira saline sediment using a decimal
dilution series prepared in medium with 120.0 g l-1 NaCl containing 0.5 g l-1 pullulan as
substrate and the antibiotics rifampicin and carbenicillin at a concentration of 0.1 g l-1, each.
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After an incubation time of three months the fourth tube of the dilution series showed a
positive growth response and was used for purification. Strain SM-PulAB-D3 was enriched
from Es Trenc saline sediment using a decimal dilution series prepared in medium with 60.0
g l-1 NaCl containing 0.5 g l-1 pullulan as substrate and the antibiotics rifampicin and
carbenicillin at a concentration of 0.1 g l-1, each. After an incubation time of seven weeks the
third tube of the dilution series displayed growth of Gram-negative cocci. Strain SM-Chi-D1
was also enriched from Es Trenc sediment using a medium with 60.0 g l-1 NaCl and 0.5 g l-1
chitin as substrate. Growth of Gram-negative cocci was observed in this culture after an
incubation time of six weeks. Strain ST-NAGAB-D1 was enriched from Tavira saline sediment
using a medium with 120.0 g l-1 NaCl containing 1.0 g l-1 N-acetylglucosamine as substrate
and the antibiotics rifampicin and carbenicillin at a concentration of 0.1 g l-1, each. Growth of
Gram-negative cocci was observed after an incubation time of three weeks.
The obtained enrichment cultures were further purified by several successive dilution-toextinction series in basal mineral medium without antibiotics and 1.0 g l-1 glucose as carbon
source. For the purification of strain SM-Chi-D1 it was necessary to supplement the medium
with 0.5 g l-1 yeast extract in addition to glucose. The purity of isolates was examined by
phase contrast microscopy, streaking cultures on aerobic and anaerobic agar plates and
direct sequencing of PCR-amplified 16S rRNA genes.
For routine cultivation of strains ST-PulAB-D4T, SM-PulAB-D3, L21-RPul-D3T and STNAGAB-D1 the DSMZ medium 1527
(http://www.dsmz.de/microorganisms/medium/pdf/DSMZ_Medium1527.pdf) was used,
while strain SM-Chi-D1 was cultured in DSMZ medium 1526a
(http://www.dsmz.de/microorganisms/medium/pdf/DSMZ_Medium1526a.pdf)
supplemented with 0.5 g l-1 yeast extract.

Phylogeny and biogeography
The 16S rRNA gene sequence of strain L21-RPul-D3T was determined previously (Spring et
al., 2015) and deposited in the GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ databases under the accession number
KC665951. The 16S rRNA gene sequences of the strains SM-PulAB-D3, SM-Chi-D1, ST-PulABD4T and ST-NAGAB-D1 were determined in this study and deposited in the
GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ databases under the accession numbers KP729375, KX151396,
KU672518 and KY471010, respectively. The newly determined 16S rRNA gene sequences
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were added to the alignment of the SILVA database (Quast et al., 2013; SSU Ref NR 99
release 128) using the integrated aligner of the ARB software package (Ludwig et al., 2004).
Based on the curated guide tree included in the SSU Ref NR 99 database reference
sequences representing all delineated clades of the Phycisphaerae class and several
sequences assigned to main lineages of the class Planctomycetia were selected resulting in a
comprehensive data set for phylogenetic analyses. RpoB protein sequences were extracted
from genome sequences of the newly isolated strains or obtained from the GenBank or
Uniprot protein databases in case of reference strains. In addition, 16S rRNA gene sequences
and RpoB protein sequences were extracted from MAGs representing bacteria
phylogenetically related with the newly isolated strains. RpoB protein sequences were
aligned using the ClustalW algorithm implemented in the ARB package.
Phylogenetic trees based on aligned data sets of 16S rRNA gene or RpoB protein
sequences were reconstructed using programs implemented in the ARB software package.
When the ARB neighbor-joining program was used, phylogenetic distances were calculated
with the corrections of Jukes-Cantor for nucleic acids and Kimura for proteins. Maximum
likelihood trees were reconstructed using RAxML (version 7.7.2) with the GTRGAMMA model
for DNA and PROTCAT-LG for proteins under the rapid bootstrap analysis algorithm. The
maximum parsimony program of PHYLIP included in the ARB package was used with default
settings for nucleotide (dnapars) or amino acid (protpars) sequences. The robustness of the
tree topologies was evaluated by performing 1000 rounds of bootstrap replicates. The
phylogenetic diversity within a group of sequences was deduced with the similarity option of
the ARB distance matrix program. Sequences of low quality (labelled in red in the SILVA 128
SSU Ref NR99 guide tree) were excluded from the calculation. The environmental
distribution of sequences representing members of the class Phycisphaerae was deduced
from the sources of isolation given in the SILVA 128 SSU Ref NR 99 data set.

Genome sequencing
Genomic DNA was isolated form stationary cultures of the newly isolated strains using the
Qiagen Genomic Tip 100/G (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the protocol provided by
the manufacturer. For strains ST-PulAB-D4T, L21-RPul-D3T, SM-Chi-D1 and ST-NAGAB-D1
complete genome sequences were determined using a combination of two genomic libraries
of which one was prepared for sequencing with the PacBio RSII (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo
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Park, CA, USA) platform. The SMRTbell™ template library was prepared and sequenced
according to the instructions from Pacific Biosciences following the Procedure & Checklist
“Greater than 10 kb Template Preparation and Sequencing”. For all strains a single SMRT cell
was sequenced using a single 240-minute movie with exception of strain ST-NAGAB-D1,
where two SMRT cells were used and L21-RPul-D3T, where five SMRT cells were sequenced
applying the older C2 chemistry. Paired-end libraries for hybrid error correction were
generated and sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA)
with 150 cycles. Hereby, inserts of an average size of 500 bp were achieved and about 6
million reads generated per run. Draft long read genome assemblies were generated using
the “RS_HGAP_Assembly.3” protocol included in SMRTPortal version 2.3.0 applying default
parameters. L21-RPul-D3T has been assembled in SMRTPortal 2.0.1 using the protocol
described previously (Ben Hania et al., 2015). For each of the genomes one chromosomal
contig could be obtained, which was trimmed, circularized and adjusted to dnaA as first
gene. Total coverages of ~125x have been calculated within the long-read assembly process
with exception of L21-RPul-D3T, where 220x was calculated due to the higher throughput
needed for complete genome assembly. DNA base modifications analyses were performed
by “RS_Modification_and_Motif_Analysis.1” protocol with default settings. Hybrid error
correction was performed for each of the genomes by a mapping of Illumina short read data
onto the draft circular chromosomes using BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009) followed by
automated variant calling using VarScan 2 (Koboldt et al., 2009). Quality check of the final
consensus sequences regarding overall coverage as well as SNPs was performed using IGV
(Thorvaldsdóttir et al., 2013). For strain SM-PulAB-D3 only a draft genome was determined
based on Illumina HiSeq sequencing resulting in 63 contigs after short-read assembly with
Velvet 1.2.10 (Zerbino and Birney, 2008) and a genome coverage of 811x. The quality of
draft genomes was checked using the software CheckM (Parks et al., 2015).
Genome annotation was primarily done using PROKKA version 1.8 (Seemann, 2014).
Annotated genomes were then compared with results provided by the RAST server
(Overbeek et al., 2014). In cases where automatic annotation by RAST and PROKKA led to
aberrant results, the function prediction of PROKKA was checked and eventually corrected
manually by BLASTP searches for similar proteins in the UniProtKB database
(http://www.uniprot.org/blast/). Additional gene prediction analyses and functional
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annotation was performed within the Integrated Microbial Genomes - Expert Review
(IMG/M-ER) platform (Markowitz et al., 2009).
The annotated genomes were deposited in NCBI GenBank under the following
accession numbers: CP021023 (ST-PulAB-D4T), NHPQ00000000 (SM-PulAB-D3), CP019633
(L21-RPul-D3T), CP019646 (SM-Chi-D1) and CP019791 (ST-NAGAB-D1).

Comparative genome analyses
The software Ori finder (Gao and Zhang, 2008) was used to determine the GC disparity
curves and location of DnaA boxes of complete genome sequences. Putative genomic islands
were detected with IslandViewer 4.0 (Bertelli et al., 2017) and tentative prophage regions
were identified using the web server PHASTER (Arndt et al., 2016). The program DNAPlotter
(Carver et al., 2009) was used for the illustration of the localization of genes of interest,
putative genomic islands, GC skew plots and GC plots.
General gene abundance patterns were determined by comparison gene contents of
members of the proposed order Sedimentisphaerales with members of the related orders
Phycisphaerales and Planctomycetales. Genomes used in the analyses are depicted in the
phylogenetic tree shown in Supporting Information Fig. S1. Abundance profiles of genes
allocated to distinct COGs were derived by applying the respective function in the Compare
Genomes menu of the IMG/M-ER server (Chen et al., 2017) using the output types Matrix
and Gene count. Based on the obtained results average values of gene counts of a distinct
COG in each phylogenetic group were calculated. For a detailed analysis of the prevalence of
genes with a distinct function within genomes of the newly isolated strains in comparison to
MAGs of other members of the Sedimentisphaerales the search functions of several specific
databases were applied. The database TransportDB 2.0 (Elbourne et al., 2017) was used to
explore the abundance profiles of membrane transporter genes, MEROPS (Rawlings et al.,
2016) for the analyses of peptidase genes and CAZy (Lombard et al., 2014) for the detection
of genes of carbohydrate-active enzymes. Database searches were based on sets of protein
sequences generated from the respective genome sequences using the RAST Prokaryotic
Genome Annotation Server (Overbeek et al., 2014). Venn diagrams showing the shared gene
content among genomes were drawn based on calculations made with the analysis option
“Phylogenetic Profiler for Single Genes” available from the IMG/M-ER server. Synteny plots
of genomes of the newly isolated strains were generated by using the IMG/MER Dotplot
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Synteny Viewer that employs Mummer to generate diagrams between sets of two genomes.
Average nucleotide identity (ANI) and average amino acid identity (AAI) values were
determined with the OrthoANI calculator (Lee et al., 2016) and the AAI Matrix Calculator
(Rodriguez-r and Konstantinidis, 2016), respectively.

Phenotypic characterization
The Gram reaction was determined with heat fixed liquid cultures stained with BD Difco kit
reagents. The shape and size of live cells was observed with an AxioScope.A1 phase contrast
microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Samples for electron microscopy were prepared
according to the protocols described elsewhere (Wittmann et al., 2014). The pH and
temperature ranges for growth were determined using DSMZ medium 1527 (ST-PulAB-D4T,
SM-PulAB-D3, L21-RPul-D3T, ST-NAGAB-D1) or DSMZ medium 1526a supplemented with 0.5
g l-1 yeast extract (SM-Chi-D1) as described previously (Ben Hania et al., 2017). The salinity
range for growth was determined by directly weighing NaCl in Hungate-type tubes before
dispensing medium. Substrates were tested at a final concentration of 2.0 g l-1 (complex
compounds), 0.5 g l-1 (polysaccharides) or 1.0 g l-1 (sugars, carboxylic acids, alcohols) in
cultivation media without glucose. Potential electron acceptors were added to media in final
concentrations of 20 mM (sodium thiosulfate, sodium sulfate, sodium nitrate) or 2 mM
(sodium nitrite). Cultures were subcultured at least twice under the same experimental
conditions before determination of the growth response. Susceptibility to antibiotics was
tested as previously described (Ben Hania et al., 2015). Non-gaseous end products of
fermentative growth on glucose except formate were determined by gas chromatography
according to published protocols (Holdemann et al., 1977; Steer et al., 2001). Formate was
quantified by a colorimetric assay (Lang and Lang, 1972). The preparation and extraction of
fatty acid methyl esters from biomass and their subsequent separation and identification by
gas chromatography was performed as described elsewhere (Miller, 1982; Kaksonen et al.,
2006). Extraction and analyses of respiratory lipoquinones and polar lipids were carried out
according to published protocols (Tindall, 1990; Tindall et al., 2007).
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TABLES
Table 1. General characteristics of genomes used in the phylogenetic analyses of the class
Phycisphaerae.

Table 2. General gene contents of genomes representing strains affiliated with the proposed
order Sedimentisphaerales.

FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree of the Phycisphaerae class deduced from 16S rRNA gene
sequences showing the placement of the newly isolated anaerobic strains within a novel
order-level lineage.
The tree topology was reconstructed under the maximum-likelihood criterion and rooted
using the 16S rRNA gene sequence of “Candidatus Kuenenia stuttgartiensis”
(AMCG01002665, not shown). Polygons represent clades of several sequences. Sequences
extracted from metagenome-assembled genomes are indicated by the abbreviation MAG.
Accession numbers are given in parentheses (IMG numbers refer to the respective ID of the
16S rRNA gene in the IMG/M database). Support of a distinct branching by bootstrap
analyses is indicated by symbols. Black dots at a distinct node indicate that bootstrap values
of 95% or above (percentages of 1000 resamplings) were obtained with three different
reconstruction methods, while grey dots indicate that values of 95% or above were obtained
with only two reconstruction methods. White dots indicate that bootstrap values of 75% or
above were obtained with at least one reconstruction method. In such cases the values of
75% or above are given from left to right for the maximum-likelihood, neighbor-joining and
maximum parsimony method. Sequences assigned to the proposed order
Sedimentisphaerales are highlighted with different colours that should indicate the type of
habitat in which a sequence was detected. Green indicates a preference for groundwater,
freshwater sediments or sewage, blue points to marine or brackish environments and red to
hypersaline sediments or microbial mats. Scale bar, 0.10 changes per nucleotide position.
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Figure 2. Habitat preference of members of major lineages of the class Phycisphaerae.
The bar chart illustrates the relative proportions of environmental sources of 16S rRNA gene
sequences according to the SILVA 128 SSU Ref NR 99 data set. The number of analysed
sequences of a distinct group is given in Supporting Information Table S1.

Figure 3. Genome structures and origins of replication in cultured strains representing the
proposed order Sedimentisphaerales.
Results of the prediction of oriC regions are shown for the following strains: A) SM-Chi-D1, B)
ST-PulAB-D4T, C) ST-NAGAB-D1, D) L21-RPul-D3T. The first nucleotide of the dnaA_1 gene
was used as starting point of the genome sequence. The left panel illustrates predictions of
the oriC using the software tool Ori-Finder. For detection of DnaA boxes the sequence motif
found in Flavobacteriaceae (tgttccacg) was considered with no more than one mismatch.
Based on the determined GC disparity curve the suggested regions of termination and oriC
are denoted by red and green arrows, respectively. Numbers indicate the position of sites
identified at the chromosome in kb. In the middle coverage plots along the genome
sequences obtained by PacBio sequencing are shown. The green and red arrows mark the
deduced sites of origin and termination of replication, respectively. On the right circular
plots of the genome sequences are shown. Circles denote from the outside to inside:
position of transposase genes (blue), position of genes associated with the canonical oriC
(green) and priA (red), position of dnaA genes (red), sites of predicted genomic islands
(turquoise), G+C content (grey, above average; black, below average), GC skew (olive green,
above average; purple, below average). The purple diamonds and green dots on the G+C
graphs indicate the maximum of DnaA box clusters and the tentative origins of replication
deduced from the coverage plots, respectively.

Figure 4. Differences in the average abundance of genes allocated with functional COG
categories in genomes of the proposed order Sedimentisphaerales in comparison to
related orders.
Calculations were based on COGs showing either an increase or reduction of gene counts in
comparison to both related orders Phycisphaerales and Planctomycetales. The shown values
represent differences of the sum of average gene counts of expanding or contracting COGs
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belonging to a functional category in members of Sedimentisphaerales to the corresponding
average values deduced from the complete set of genomes. Values based on expanding
COGs of a functional category are symbolized by red bars, whereas a decrease of gene
counts is represented by blue bars. Although, differences based on the sum of contracting
COGs of a functional category are negative, they are shown in this diagram as positive values
for the sake of clarity. The functional categories R (general function prediction only) and S
(function unknown) were omitted from the analyses. Explanations of the remaining category
codes can be found at the COG database web site:
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/COG/COG2014/data/fun2003-2014.tab.
Figure 5. Cellular morphology of strain L21-RPul-D3T.
A) Phase-contrast micrograph of cells upon growth with glucose as substrate. B)
Transmission electron micrograph of a thin section showing an outer membrane (OM), a
periplasmic space (Peri) and a cytoplasmic membrane (CM). Scanning electron micrographs
of cells upon growth of pullulan (C) or sucrose (D) as sole substrate. Note the large amount
of extracellular polymers that remain attached to the cell surface upon growth with pullulan.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Supplementary material including additional text, four tables and seven figures.

Supplementary Results
1. Reconstruction of central metabolic pathways
2. Phenotypic characterization of isolates

Table S1. Phylogenetic diversity within major lineages of the class Phycisphaerae based on
16S rRNA gene sequences.
Table S2. Distribution of key genes of central metabolic pathways in complete genomes of
cultured strains and almost complete MAGs representing uncultured members of the
proposed order Sedimentisphaerales.
Table S3. Cellular fatty acid patterns of species affiliated with the proposed genus
Sedimentisphaera and type species of other genera of the Phycisphaerae class.
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Table S4. Phenotypic traits of type strains affiliated with the proposed genus
Sedimentisphaera compared to representatives of the related genera Phycisphaera,
Algisphaera and Tepidisphaera.

Figure S1. Phylogenetic tree of the PVC superphylum deduced from RpoB protein sequences
showing the placement of the newly isolated anaerobic strains within the proposed order
Sedimentisphaerales.
Figure S2. Genome structures and origins of replication and in two reference strains isolated
from a hypersaline cyanobacterial mat.
Figure S3. Variation in the abundance of genes encoding proteins with known functions in
genomes of cultured strains affiliated with the proposed order Sedimentisphaerales.
Figure S4. Venn diagrams displaying the shared gene content among isolate genomes.
Figure S5. Synteny plots of isolate genomes illustrating various levels of evolutionary
relationships.
Figure S6. Taxogenomic comparison of cultured strains affiliated with the proposed order
Sedimentisphaerales.
Figure S7. Polar lipid patterns of strains affiliated with the proposed genus Sedimentisphaera
after two-dimensional thin layer chromatography.
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Table 1. General characteristics of genomes used in the phylogenetic analyses of the class
Phycisphaerae.
Designation

Accession
number a

Size
(Mb)

Completeness
(%)

DNA G+C
(mol%)

ST-PulAB-D4T

CP021023

3.19

100.0

46.31

SM-PulAB-D3

NHPQ00000000

3.06

98.9/100.0 b

46.42

L21-RPul-D3T

CP019633

2.95

100.0

46.20

SM-Chi-D1

CP019646

3.86

100.0

47.04

ST-NAGAB-D1

CP019646

4.25

100.0

51.98

MAG bin0 c

2593339136

2.91

95.5

55.23

MAG SM1_79

LJVF00000000

2.95

49.3

50.29

MAG RBG_13_50_24

MHYE00000000

2.34

86.0

49.68

MAG SG8_4

LJTR00000000

4.46

71.9

54.85

MAG RBG_13_46_10

MHYD00000000

1.93

74.4

43.78

MAG Planc_01

LVBB00000000

5.65

100.0

62.78

MAG RBG_13_62_9

MHYG00000000

4.17

81.4

59.82

MAG GWF2_41_51

MHXZ00000000

4.83

90.7

41.04

MAG GWC2_45_44

MHXU00000000

2.93

81.4

44.90

MAG SM23_30

LJUC00000000

4.01

71.2

51.01

MAG SM23_33

LJUF00000000

3.43

75.3

67.83

MAG EBPR_Bin_263

2619618906

3.65

85.7

67.43

Phycisphaera mikurensis
NBRC 102666

AP012338
AP012339

3.88

100.0

73.22

a

All accession numbers are from NCBI GenBank, except 2593339136 and 2619618906,
which are from the JGI IMG/M database.
b
Genome completeness was estimated using the software CheckM (Parks et al., 2015). The
value of 98.9% was identical to the result obtained with the complete genome of strain STPulAB-D4T.
c
The prefix MAG indicates metagenome-assembled genomes.
References of the used genome sequences are as follows: ST-PulAB-D4T, SM-PulAB-D3, L21RPul-D3T, SM-Chi-D1, and ST-NAGAB-D1 (this study); GWC2_45_44, GWF2_41_51,
RBG_13_62_9, RBG_13_46_10, and RBG_13_50_24 (Anantharaman et al., 2016); SG8_4,
SM1_79, SM23_30 and SM23_33 (Baker et al., 2015); Planc_01 (Vanwonterghem et al.,
2016); bin0 (Robbins et al., 2016), Phycisphaera mikurensis NBRC 102666T, and
EBPR_Bin_263 (unpublished).
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Table 2. General gene contents of genomes representing strains affiliated with the proposed
order Sedimentisphaerales.
Designation

Number of genes

CRISPR loci

Total

Transporter

CaZy a

Peptidase

Transposase

ST-PulAB-D4T

2433

175 (7.2) b

196 (8.1)

88 (3.6)

33 (1.4)

4

L21-RPul-D3T

2337

171 (7.3)

178 (7.6)

85 (3.6)

71 (3.0)

2

SM-Chi-D1

2986

242 (8.1)

142 (4.8)

99 (3.3)

96 (3.2)

0

ST-NAGAB-D1

3548

222 (6.3)

205 (5.8)

109 (3.1)

120 (3.4)

3

MAG bin0

2472

180 (7.3)

201 (8.1)

84 (3.4)

1 (<0.1)

4

MAG SM1_79

2688

124 (4.6)

100 (3.7)

93 (3.5)

10 (0.4)

1

MAG RBG_13_50_24

2003

128 (6.4)

116 (5.8)

45 (2.2)

4 (0.2)

0

MAG SG8_4

3980

178 (4.5)

183 (4.6)

93 (2.3)

10 (0.3)

0

MAG RBG_13_46_10

2010

91 (4.5)

56 (2.8))

44 (2.2)

7 (0.3)

4

MAG Planc_01

4564

334 (7.3)

334 (7.3)

180 (3.9)

13 (0.3)

1

MAG RBG_13_62_9

4145

178 (4.3)

131 (3.2)

81 (2.0)

8 (0.2)

1

MAG GWF2_41_51

4177

269 (6.4)

279 (6.7)

115 (2.8)

18 (0.4)

6

MAG GWC2_45_44

2691

169 (6.3)

111 (4.1)

63 (2.3)

14 (0.5)

0

a
b

Carbohydrate active enzymes, excluding sulfatases.
Numbers in parentheses indicate the percentage of the total number of genes.
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